
A heart is also 2 upside down slanted J's also a

neck and shoulders where vampires like to bite ya. The first one also looks like the wisdom lines in 
between Ian's eyebrows.

http://images5.fanpop.com/image/photos/25800000/Ian-Somerhalder-HQ-ian-somerhalder-25815729-
1200-1590.jpg

C's make a butt 

O's or 0's make boobs, donuts, eyes an 8, an infinity symbol and a snowman

http://images5.fanpop.com/image/photos/25800000/Ian-Somerhalder-HQ-ian-somerhalder-25815729-1200-1590.jpg
http://images5.fanpop.com/image/photos/25800000/Ian-Somerhalder-HQ-ian-somerhalder-25815729-1200-1590.jpg


 

and a recycle symbol, which is like reincarnation

 



 

And it also looks like an elongated sideways S and 8, but one that is closed up 

Anyways, something like that.

So Ian Somerhalder's birthday is the 8th and he likes to recycle shit. So, I thought that was kinda cool 
and symbolic or whatever.

Also, it looks like scrolling

http://media-cache-ec0.pinimg.com/originals/81/13/bc/8113bc30eef05ce985a57ddb22923580.jpg

which kinda looks like a snail shell sea shell and pandulce which is a Mexican Sweet Bread

http://media-cache-ec0.pinimg.com/originals/81/13/bc/8113bc30eef05ce985a57ddb22923580.jpg


 



sea shell

 

Mexican Sweet Bread/Pandulce



 

This one tastes like Zingers

Z is a sideways I and V remember? Or 4



 

This one has it's own unique flavor. I can't really describe it. You'd have to try it for yourself. I belive 
it's called a Concha or something like that.

This one looks like those French flakey deserts...I don't know what they are called, but the Mexicans 
make them too.



 

Which looks like a heart a c, an e, possibly an s and a v with 2 c's on top of it. Hopefully, you get the 
pic. I'm not a good artist.

My heart just had a sharp pain right now. That's weird. At 4:04 am



Palmier is the name for the flakey French pastry. So, they both begin with P. Palmieres and Pandulce

 

http://www.simplyrecipes.com/recipes/palmiers_elephant_ears/

Hey, they are also known as elephant ears. That's strange. My grandma used to grow elephant ears. And
we have some in the backyard that I took a picture of a while back.

http://www.simplyrecipes.com/recipes/palmiers_elephant_ears/


Now I'm feeling a burning sensation on my left eye. Like where my mole is.

Croissants

French

Mexican

 Mexicans are–  Spanish and Indian



IS- Ian Somerhalder

ISH- Ian Somerhalder Hull

Indian- the last 3 letters are Ian

Since there is Spanish Basque and French Basque, is it possible that Ian also has Spanish in him?

I think so.

I can say something dirty, but I don't feel like it right now. My stomach hurts. 4:49 am.

Now my heart is aching again. 4:50 am.

I'm going to bed.


